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Giovanna Oriti, Senior Member, IEEE, Alexander L. Julian, Member, IEEE, and Nathan J. Peck

Abstract—This paper demonstrates the functionality of a powerelectronics-based energy management system (EMS). The EMS
includes batteries and a digitally controlled single-phase voltage
source inverter (VSI), which can be controlled as a current source
or a voltage source depending on the status of the ac grid and the
user’s preference. The EMS guarantees that the critical loads are
powered when the ac grid fails; in which case, the VSI is controlled
as a voltage source. It also accomplishes peak power control by supplying battery power to the local loads while they are powered by
the ac grid if the loads get large. The electricity cost savings accomplished by peak shaving are estimated. The EMS functionality is
demonstrated by experimental measurements on a laboratory prototype. The control architecture and logic embedded in the EMS
are discussed in detail.
Index Terms—Energy management systems (EMS), energy storage, peak power control, voltage source inverters (VSI).

I. INTRODUCTION
NERGY savings and energy efficiency have become top
priorities all around the world, stimulated by the Kyoto
protocol and other pressing needs to reduce fossil fuel consumption. Additionally, energy security is a necessity for many installations such as military bases and health care facilities where
reducing energy consumption must be accomplished while
keeping critical electrical loads serviced at all times.
In this paper, a power-electronics-based energy management
system (EMS) is presented to accomplish peak power control
in a single-phase power system while guaranteeing continuous
service to critical loads at the same time. Peak power control,
also known as peak shaving, is a method used to reduce the
electricity charges for users with time of use (TOU) contracts
and those who pay for the demand charges [1]. The power
system does not need to be a microgrid, meaning that distributed
generation (DG) does not need to be part of the power system.
However, if DG units, such as photovoltaic panels or diesel
generators, are part of the installation the EMS can manage
these resources. The EMS proposed in this paper includes energy
storage in the form of batteries in order to accomplish three main
goals: 1) make electric power available to critical loads at all
times with or without main grid service available, 2) reduce peak
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power consumption to lower electricity costs, and 3) store energy
produced by DG units or during the time in which electricity
from the grid is least expensive.
Recently researchers have used power converters to implement power management or EMS for ac and dc microgrids. Results in the literature include power quality solutions [5], stability issues [6], high frequency microgrids [7], dc microgrids [8],
[9], renewable generation interface [10]–[12], optimized thirdlevel microgrid control (as described in [3]) with load and generation forecast [13], [14]. Most publications have focused on the
energy management of microgrids including several distributed
resources (DR) [2], [15]–[18], while in this paper, we focus on
managing a power system that includes battery storage. Furthermore, many referenced publications deal with three-phase
systems, while this paper focuses on a single-phase-inverterbased EMS. Carnieletto et al. in 2011 [19], and more recently,
Wai et al. [20] and de la Fuente et al. [21] have presented
single-phase inverters for grid interface in both grid connected
and stand-alone mode of operation. This paper, while following
along the same line of research, introduces the prospective of
continuous service to critical loads with peak power shaving. It
also includes a simple economic analysis to demonstrate the advantages of the peak power shaving method. While applications
that emphasize energy security have been considered by Arnedo
et al. in [22] and [23], the combination of energy security and
energy cost reduction combined is new to these authors’ knowledge. Furthermore, this paper presents simpler control systems
and different topologies than those reported in [19] through [24].
Another innovative feature of the EMS presented in this paper
is the use of a single off-the-shelf three-leg integrated power
module to accomplish all the required tasks including battery
charging, peak shaving, and fault tolerance.
II. EMS ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
The EMS presented in this paper includes batteries and a
three-leg power module controlled by a field programmable
gate array (FPGA). The schematic in Fig. 1 depicts the EMS
architecture. A three-phase IGBT power module is controlled
to achieve buck and boost power flow from one leg of the module
and single-phase voltage source operation (H-bridge inverter)
from the other two legs of the module. The H-bridge inverter,
thus, formed is connected to an output LC filter to produce
the sinusoidal voltage for the ac loads. There are two voltage
sensors to monitor the voltages vdc and vac . There are two
current sensors to monitor iem s and iload .
A battery pack is connected to the buck–boost leg to accomplish bidirectional power flow to/from the battery. The battery
consists of six, 12-V battery cells in series, forming a 72-V
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EMS architecture.

battery pack. Note that a 300-V battery pack would eliminate
the need for the buck/boost stage of the EMS, thus forming the
dc bus for the H-bridge inverter. Critical loads are connected
directly to the ac voltage created by the EMS, which is labeled
vac in Fig. 1. Critical loads are those loads that must be powered
at all times because they are critical to the mission. Noncritical loads are connected in parallel to vac , however, they can be
shed when necessary using a thyristor switch. This increases
the control of the power that can be directed to the critical loads
when necessary. The ac grid can also be disconnected from vac
if needed to island the operation of the EMS. Typically islanding
mode occurs when the ac grid fails. In this mode of operation,
power to critical loads is guaranteed by drawing energy from
the battery pack.
The EMS functionality is demonstrated in this paper by experimental validation with a laboratory prototype. The following
scenarios are discussed:
1) peak shaving by tapping the energy storage system during
high power demand;
2) islanding or stand alone mode of operation when the main
ac grid is no longer available;
3) battery charging mode.
By accomplishing these goals, the EMS can be very useful
in grid-connected systems, where there is a limit on the user’s
power consumption. This limit maybe enforced by circuit breakers controlled by a power meter. If the EMS keeps the source
current below a set threshold at all times by load management
and shedding, then the user can operate loads beyond the steadystate power limits of the ac grid for short times without worrying
about the circuit breaker interrupting service. The EMS can also
be useful when the user has a TOU electricity contract with the
power company and pays different rates for power delivered at
different times of the day. In this case, the EMS can manage
the energy stored and energy drawn from the grid to reduce
consumption when the power rates are higher. This technique is
known as load leveling [4] or retail energy time shift [25] and
it achieves electricity cost reduction for the user. On an autonomous microgrid, where one or more generators are used to
power different loads, the EMS allows derating of the generator

Fig. 2. EMS logic flowchart. Run, Charge, SC and CT are inputs from the
operator or secondary controller.

by controlling the peak root-mean-square (RMS) current drawn
from the generator. It can also ensure power to critical loads is
maintained during a fault by managing energy storage [26].
Unintentional islanding is undesirable and can be a safety
problem during maintenance events. Future work will include
testing the EMS as detailed in IEEE Std. 1547.1, paragraph
5.7.1 [27]. The prototype EMS developed so far is a small scale
version of the target design. The next EMS will be designed to
service a 20-A circuit, and for that hardware, we will accomplish
the unintentional islanding testing.
The EMS control algorithm was developed with the following
goals, listed here in order of priority:
1) power must be available to the critical loads at all times;
2) reduce the peak power absorbed by the microgrid by using
battery power and by noncritical load shedding;
3) maximize the state of charge of the battery;
4) make power available to noncritical loads.
III. EMS CONTROL SYSTEMS
It is important to distinguish the different levels of control for
the EMS. The primary control system includes the power converter module controllers, which generate the gate drive signals
given reference voltages and currents. The secondary control
system is a higher level controller, which can include the user
input and makes decisions based on factors such as battery state
of charge and lifetime, cost of electricity, time of day, load priority, etc. This paper focuses on the primary control system. The
basic functions of the primary controller are included in Fig. 1
and will be examined in details in this section.
Fig. 2 shows the EMS primary controller logic flowchart,
which is a detailed visualization of the “EMS Logic” block in
Fig. 1. The operator or the secondary controller inputs four distinct logical commands; Run, Charge, Source Connect (SC), and
Current Threshold (CT). CT is the load current level when the
EMS will begin peak shaving. If Run is low, then the EMS does
nothing. When Run is high, the EMS will operate in islanding
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Control algorithm for islanding mode.
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

Control algorithm for current injection.

mode. If SC is also high, then the EMS will connect vac to
the ac source if the ac source RMS voltage is above 100 Vrms
(voltage root mean square (VRMS) OK is high). If the load
current exceeds the peak shaving limit (CT), then the EMS will
continue to inject current, otherwise the EMS will turn OFF
after connecting to the ac source. If charge is set high, then the
EMS will charge the batteries when the ac source is present and
peak shaving is not demanded.
There are two other internal variables: phase-locked loop
(PLL) locked and VRMS OK. When the signal VRMS OK is
high, the ac grid RMS voltage is above a set threshold. When this
signal is low, the EMS switches from grid connect to islanding
mode of operation.
These four commands coming from the secondary controller
can be set based on several factors. The secondary control system
will set the charging command and the peak shaving thresholds
in order to achieve the best performance. The information that
will be used by the higher level controller will include state-ofcharge, time of day, cost of electricity, and other factors.
The different components of the EMS primary control system for the different modes of operation are presented in the
following sections.
A. EMS Control in Islanding Mode
Islanding or stand-alone mode occurs when the ac grid is
deenergized or the EMS is disconnected from the ac grid. The
control algorithm for this mode of operation is shown in Fig. 3.
The amplitude of the ac voltage, vac ∗, is set to 110 Vrms. The
electrical angle, θ, is defined by integrating the angular frequency, which is set to 60 Hz. Unipolar pulse width modulation
(PWM) is used to drive the H-bridge IGBTs. This open-loop
control algorithm does not compensate for RMS output voltage
deviations or provide any active damping but these capabilities
are easily implemented as required.
B. EMS Control in Current Injection Mode
The EMS can provide several valuable grid support functions
when the EMS is connected to an active ac grid. These modes
of operation operate the EMS as a current source. Two current
injection modes of operation are shown in Fig. 4.

DC-bus control algorithm.

If the desired action is charging the batteries, then a reference
current, I ∗ , defines the amplitude of the current to be drawn from
the grid to charge the batteries. The electrical angle, θ (vac ),
is derived from the grid voltage using zero crossing detection
of the EMS voltage, vac . The current drawn from the grid will
typically be at unity power factor, which means that δ = 0
in this mode of operation.
When the desired action is real or reactive power flow into
the EMS ac bus, then the controller switches to current injection
mode. The electrical angle chosen will dictate the amount of
real or reactive power that will flow, as scheduled. When δ = 0,
the power factor is unity because θ (vac ) is synchronized to the
electrical angle of vac .
C. DC-Bus Control Algorithm
The dc bus that powers the H-bridge and the buck–boost
switches is controlled as shown in Fig. 5. Only one IGBT is
modulated at any given time so that when the buck or boost
converter is in discontinuous conduction mode, the current does
not cross zero. This improves the efficiency compared to driving
both switches all the time. Whenever battery charging mode is
chosen, current is injected into the dc bus by the H-bridge and the
dc-bus controller operates in buck mode to deliver the energy to
the battery pack. When the EMS is in current injection mode,
the power delivered to the ac bus is drawn from the dc bus
and the dc-bus controller operates in boost mode to hold the dc
bus up using battery power.
The IGBT module that is being used has charge pumps to
provide energy to the IGBT gate drives. This is a significant
simplification and cost saving feature of the power module. In
order to energize the buck switch for battery charging, the boost
switch must first be exercised to pump charge into the upper
IGBT gate drive circuit. This is accomplished in about 500 μs
just prior to charging mode.
IV. EMS HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The EMS hardware is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It includes a field
programmable gate array FPGA development board [28] with
input/output (I/O) ports, a three-phase insulated gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT) power module, power supply, voltage/current
sensors, analog/digital (A/D) converters, transistor–transistor
logic (TTL) interface and an USB interface to communicate with
a personal computer (PC). A Joint Test Action Group (JTAG or
IEEE Standard 1149.1) programming cable interfaces the FPGA
development board to a PC and is used to program the FPGA.
The software development tool used for the FPGA is Simulink
[29] with the addition of Xilinx System Generator software [30],
which compiles the Simulink model to create VHDL code.
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AC loads set up for laboratory experiments.

EMS hardware block diagram.

adjusted to create different load conditions. The objective of this
section is to demonstrate the modes of operation of the EMS
with load step changes.
A. Peak Shaving and Battery Charging With the AC
Grid Connected

Fig. 7.

Photograph of EMS electronics as implemented in the laboratory.

The interface functionality of Fig. 6 is realized by two printed
circuit boards (PCBs) mounted above and below the FPGA
development board as shown in Fig. 7. The bottom PCB includes the power components such as the IGBT integrated power
module (IPM), current and voltage sensors, passive components,
and dc power supply. The IGBT IPM includes six diodes, six
IGBTs, and the gate drive circuits in the standard three-phase
three-leg configuration. The PCB mounted on top of the FPGA
development board includes an USB interface chip, USB connector to interface with the PC, A/D converters, voltage level
shifters, and several other connectors to interface with the other
boards.
V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 was built in the laboratory to
demonstrate the EMS functionality. The ac voltage is vac =
120 Vrms, the battery pack voltage is vbatt = 72 Vdc and it
is boosted to create the dc-bus voltage vdc = 200 V for the Hbridge inverter. The EMS output filter shown in Fig. 1 includes
a 12-μF capacitor and 1.16-mH inductance distributed on both
sides of the capacitor. The loads include a diode rectifier and
RL loads as shown in Fig. 8. The passive components can be

Residential and commercial TOU electricity rates include
different rates at different time of the day (such as on-peak
and off-peak) and also demand charges. Demand charges are
based on the customer’s peak demand on a given month, usually averaged over a 15-min period [1]. TOU rates are devised
by the power companies to encourage customer to shift their
loads away from the peak demand times and in general reduce
their peak power consumption. The ideal customer would draw
constant power at all hours of the day. Reducing the peak power
consumption results in significant cost savings. Peak shaving is
a known technique [25], [31] used to achieve this objective by
use of stored energy. Electrical energy is stored during the times
when electricity cost is lowest (typically at night) and used during the times when electricity cost is highest, in order to reduce
the overall electricity charges. While it may not be cost effective
to acquire a battery pack with the sole purpose of peak shaving,
if storage is part of an existing EMS installed to improve the
reliability of the local power system, then using it to accomplish
peak shaving is very cost effective as will be demonstrated in
Section VI.
Peak shaving is achieved by controlling the RMS current in
the load, which is related to the source current. A threshold is
set for the load current, such that when the load RMS current
exceeds this threshold, the EMS supplies some of the load current. This keeps the peak current drawn from the ac grid below
a set limit. In the laboratory experiments presented here, the
threshold for the load current is such that the peak shaving feature turns ON when the load current is greater than 2.2 Arms
and turns OFF when the load current is below 2.1 Arms. When
peak shaving turns ON, the EMS behaves as a current source
supplying to the load a sinusoidal current with unity power factor. The threshold value can be changed by modifying the EMS
reference current by the secondary controller. The EMS can be
programmed to provide reactive power as well as current harmonics as needed by the user or the secondary controller. In this
paper, however, only active power control is demonstrated.
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Fig. 9. Peak shaving with the EMS providing some of the load current from
the battery pack when the load increases. Load 2 steps from 600 to 80 Ω (A),
and then, the EMS turns ON (B). All the loads are linear.

TABLE I
LOAD CONDITIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS IN
GRID-CONNECTED MODE

Fig. 9
Fig. 10
Fig. 11

Load 1

Load 2

AC grid


1200 Ω


Step from 600 to 80 Ω
Step from 1200 to 85.7Ω
600 Ω

ON
ON
ON

Fig. 11.

EMS turning ON at t = 0 to charge the battery pack.

the current to reduce the peak power consumption from the grid.
A step change in the load is implemented by changing “Load
2” in Figs. 9 and 10 as recorded in Table I. The only difference
between the two sets of waveforms is that the diode rectifier
is included in the load in Fig. 10, while it is not part of the
load in Fig. 9. The diode rectifier is excluded from the circuit
by making the variable resistor labeled as “Load 1” very large,
indicated as  Table I. It can be noted that the nonlinear load
has a significant effect on the quality of the current waveforms
but it does not change the dynamic of the EMS turn ON event.
At this time, the EMS cannot compensate for the load current
harmonics; future work will add this capability so that the source
current can be made sinusoidal with non linear loads.
The EMS turns ON to charge the battery at t = 0 s in Fig. 11
as demonstrated by the EMS current Iem s being 180° out of
phase with respect to the ac voltage. As can be noted from
Table I, only linear loads are used for this experiment, because
the diode rectifier load is disabled. The battery charging mode
of operation is allowed because the load is light, so the EMS
does not need to provide an additional current for peak shaving.
A secondary controller typically turns ON the battery charger
when the cost of electricity is lowest and the loads are light,
which happens a night in most cases.
There is a delay between the load increase and the EMS
turning ON due to the RMS current computation algorithm,
which is described in the next section.

Fig. 10. Peak shaving with the EMS providing some of the load current from
the battery pack when the load increases. Load 2 steps from 1200 to 85.7 Ω (A),
and then, the EMS turns ON (B). The load includes a diode rectifier.

B. EMS Powering Critical Loads When the AC Grid
Fails—Islanding Mode of Operation

Figs. 9 through 11 include the experimental waveforms obtained in ac grid-connected mode. Table I displays the values of
the different loads used to create the waveforms in these figures.
In Figs. 9 and 10, the turn ON of the EMS is demonstrated. The
load current increases, and the EMS current supplies some of

In order to provide power to critical loads when the ac grid
fails, the EMS detects grid failure and acts as a voltage source
for the critical loads. In this mode of operation, noncritical loads
can be shed depending on the state of charge of the batteries and
other factors determined by the user or by the secondary control
system. Noncritical load shedding is easily accomplished by the
EMS by opening the thyristor switch connected to the noncritical
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RMS voltage monitoring system block diagram.

loads (shown in Fig. 1). When the ac grid is available again, then
the EMS restores the loads to the ac grid, therefore, terminating
the islanding mode of operation. At this point, if noncritical
loads had been previously disconnected they can be restored
as determined by the secondary control system. The secondary
control system determines if the EMS should try to reconnect
to the ac grid or not.
The RMS voltage of the ac bus is monitored to detect when
islanding mode is needed. If the RMS voltage drops below
100 Vrms, then the EMS opens the thyristor connecting the
grid to the ac bus (shown in Fig. 1) and the EMS switches to
islanding mode. This is another programmable feature that can
be managed by a higher level controller. There is a delay in the
detection of the loss of the source due to a low-pass filter used
in the detection algorithm. The detection algorithm is shown in
Fig. 12. First vac is filtered at a corner frequency of β = 700π
radians per second. Next, the absolute value of the ac voltage is
put through α low-pass filter with a corner frequency a that can
be adjusted in order to change the speed of transition from grid
connect to islanding mode. In the experimental measurements
presented below, α = 20π and α = 60π radians per
√ second are
used with different results. The gain factor of π/2 2 yields the
exact value for the RMS voltage when vac is a sine wave and α
is small because
π 1
π
√ avg (|V |) = √
2 2
2 2π


0

π

Fig. 13. Experimental waveforms showing ac grid failure (A) and the EMS
taking the loads into islanding mode (B). α = 20π.

TABLE II
LOAD CONDITIONS FOR TRANSITIONS IN AND OUT OF ISLANDING MODE OF
OPERATION

Fig. 13
Fig. 14
Fig. 15

Load 1

Load 2

α (rad/s)

AC grid





600 Ω
600 Ω
600 Ω

20 π
20 π
60 π

ON to OFF
OFF to ON
ON to OFF

The corner frequency α of the filter in the RMS voltage monitoring system is also changed.

π 2V
= Vrm s .
V sin (θ) dθ = √
2 2 π
(1)

The estimated RMS voltage is compared to 100 V and sets the
logical decision for the RMS voltage level. This decision is used
by the logic shown in Fig. 2 to determine the operating mode
of the EMS. This algorithm requires less computation than the
RMS algorithm yet introduces only a small error. There is a
delay in the detection of the loss of the ac source; however, false
alarms due to momentary notching of the ac bus do not cause
the EMS to disconnect from the source.
The experimental waveforms in Figs. 13 through 15 show how
the EMS enters and exits the islanding mode of operation. In
grid-connected mode, the EMS is always monitoring the phase
angle of the ac source. When the RMS voltage falls below a
set threshold (100 V), the EMS interprets the event as a grid
failure and switches to islanding mode of operation. Table II
displays the load conditions for the experimental set up used to
obtain the waveforms in the three figures. Grid failure with EMS
turning ON is demonstrated in Figs. 13 and 15 with two different
corner frequencies for the low-pass filter of the RMS voltage
monitoring system shown in Fig. 12. Increased frequency results
in faster transient response. The return to ac grid-connected
mode is demonstrated in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14.

Experimental waveforms showing the ac grid being restored at t = 0.

The difference between the marked points “α” and “B” in
Figs. 13 and 15 shows the impact that the low-pass filter corner frequency a has on the dynamic response of the EMS to
grid failure. The loss of source delay (B-A) is 15.1 ms in Figs. 13
and 5.7 ms in 15. Clearly the fast response is preferred for
a smoother transition from grid-connect to islanding mode of
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Fig. 16.

Power flow diagram with an EMS implementing peak shaving.

TABLE III
LIST OF TERMS USED IN THE POWER BALANCE ANALYSIS

Fig. 15. Experimental waveforms showing ac grid failure (A) and the EMS
taking the loads into islanding mode (B). α = 60π.

operation. However, the drawback of a fast response time is that
islanding mode could occur even if there is no loss of power,
but simply a voltage notch. Of course, this could be desirable
depending on the sensitivity of the loads being serviced.
The disturbance in the voltage waveform is noticeable when
the EMS reconnects the ac grid to the loads as shown in Fig. 14.
There is also an inrush current into the diode rectifier because
the dc voltage of the rectifier had sagged some during islanding
mode. Note that the ac voltage produced by the EMS during the
islanding mode is slightly smaller (about 7%) than the ac grid
voltage. This was intentionally done in order to distinguish the
EMS-produced voltage from the ac grid voltage during the experimental measurements. When the EMS reconnects the loads
to the ac grid, it is already phase locked to the grid voltage as
shown in Fig. 14.
VI. APPLICATION AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
An EMS can be embedded in a building’s power system to
guarantee continuous service to critical loads when the ac grid
is down. In addition, the EMS can reduce the cost of electricity
by implementing peak shaving as described in this paper. The
concept is simple and well known [25], [31]. It involves storing
electrical energy when the cost of energy is low and utilizing
the stored energy when the cost of energy is high. An additional
benefit is that demand charges, which are based on maximum
load during the peak demand period, can be reduced as well.
The energy stored can come from the ac grid during off peak
hours or from DG such as photovoltaic arrays, fuel cells, gas
generators, or wind turbines, as examples. In this paper, the
former scenario is studied.
This section presents an estimate of the electricity cost savings
obtained with peak shaving. The facility’s electricity contract is
assumed to be of the TOU type, which is typical for commercial
and industrial customers, where the cost of electricity is higher
during the central hours of the day (i.e., 12:00 noon to 6:00 PM)
and lower during the remaining hours. As the electricity rates

Pe m s
Pch
Pd is
Pb in
Pb o u t
η

Power from the AC grid
Charging power into EMS
Discharging power out of EMS
Charging power into battery after losses
Discharging power out of battery before losses
Efficiency of the EMS and the batteries

vary depending on location and different seasons, the per unit
(pu) metrics will be used here. The size of the battery pack depends on the discharge duration range (how long the batteries
are required to supply power to the loads continuously) and on
the targeted lifetime of the system. For this analysis, we are
using the assumption that there are two TOU rates: peak and off
peak, neglecting the “partial peak” rates in order to simplify the
analysis. The goal is to show the advantage of using an EMS to
reduce electricity expenses in facilities where typical buildings
have medium to large commercial TOU electricity contracts. It
must be pointed out that the EMS system cost is not estimated
in this paper, therefore, the return on investment is not computed. The reason for neglecting the cost of the EMS system is
due to the assumption that the system is embedded in the facility’s power system for reliability purposes, specifically to
guarantee continuous service to critical loads, so it is presumed
to be there for reasons other than reducing the cost of electricity. Therefore, reducing the electricity bill is viewed here as an
additional benefit, not the primary reason for installing an EMS.
Power balance, conservation of energy, and the EMS efficiency are used to demonstrate how charging and later discharging
the batteries can save money when the electricity rates change
based on a TOU profile. The power relationships for the diagram
in Fig. 16 are described in (2) and in Table III.
The battery pack is included in the EMS block; the battery
power stored and later used is included in this analysis and the
EMS/battery efficiency is considered in the performance
Pem s = Pch − Pdis + Pload

(2)

where Pch =
and Pdis = Pbout · η.
Fig. 17 shows an example of how the EMS can be used to
reduce the power drawn from the ac grid during peak hours,
when the rates are higher. The TOU rates, in pu, are represented
by the continuous line. The dashed line is the power consumed
by the loads without the EMS, while the dashed-dotted line
Pb in
η
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Further economic analysis can yield more details and can show
how the cost savings change as a function of the electricity rates,
seasons, power rating, and efficiency. The addition of demand
charges into the analysis would show that using an EMS yields
even greater savings than demonstrated in this simple example.
The solution shown in Fig. 17 reduces the demand during peak
hours (1200–1800) but does not address the demand during off
peak hours, which is planned for future analysis.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 17.

TOU rates and power consumption with and without EMS.

represents the power drawn from the ac grid when the EMS is
functioning. Power is drawn during off peak hours to charge the
batteries and it is then released during peak hours to reduce the
peak power consumption from the ac grid. Energy balance is
included when plotting the load+EMS curve, including losses
due to the power conversion in the EMS. Thus, the sum of the
areas below the charging curves (off peak hours) plus the losses
is equal to the area above the discharging curve (peak hours).
The daily cost of electricity can be quantified as a function of the cost for electricity and the instantaneous power
consumption
 24 hours
$/kWh(t) · p(t)dt
(3)
$/day =
0

where $/day is the cost of electricity per day, $/kWh(t) is the cost
per kWh as a function of time and p(t)is the power consumed
by the load and EMS. Equation (3) shows that the daily cost
of electricity can be minimized by minimizing the amplitude of
the integrand, which is the product of the electricity cost and
the power being consumed. Energy conservation is the first step
to reduce cost. Energy conservation will make p(t)as small as
possible. Next, if the power can be consumed when the energy
cost is lower, this will reduce the electricity bill. As a third
step, energy can be stored when it is cheaper and used when
it is more expensive if the consumption cannot be moved to a
different time. This is the function that the EMS accomplishes.
The load curves plotted in Fig. 17 can be used to compute daily
cost savings given electricity rates and load power consumption.
Specifically, given the daily cost of electricity from (3), the
actual cost per day can be obtained
$/day · $actual /kWh · Prated

load =

$actual /day

(4)

where $actual /kWh is the actual cost of electricity per kWh and
Prated load is the rated power of the load.
For example, using 0.17$/kWh, 500 kW = 1 pu rated power
and an EMS efficiency of 90%, a daily cost saving of 10% is
accomplished using the EMS. This savings is realized with an
EMS that is only delivering 0.3 pu power as shown in Fig. 17.

In this paper, the functionality of a power-electronics-based
EMS is demonstrated with a laboratory prototype. The control
system designed to perform the experimental implementation
of typical scenarios is presented in detail. Experimental data
are shown to demonstrate how the EMS supports critical loads
when the ac grid becomes unavailable and how the connection
to the ac grid is restored by the EMS when the ac grid becomes
available again. Additionally, the EMS can accomplish other
advantageous tasks such as peak shaving. Experimental measurements with linear and nonlinear loads demonstrate how the
EMS, controlled in current mode, provides some of the power to
the loads to accomplish peak shaving, thus reducing the cost of
electricity. A simple economic analysis is provided in support
of this statement.
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